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If we have mercy on smuggling, we have burned 
national interests

According to “The Future of World Agriculture”, Mohammad Ali Tahmasebi stated that smug-

pests and pests that exist in one country but not in other countries are smuggled in from the 

destination country and cause irreparable damage to farmers.

a problem, it will be returned, but this is not possible in smuggling.”

It was reminded that they came to our country through smuggling a few years ago.

products must be eliminated from a health point of view.

Engineer Tahmasebi added: “We have not given any money for smuggled goods that we feel sorry for and say that 

by destroying that national capital is lost, in fact, if we have mercy on smuggling, we have burned national interests.”

A shining jewel of diamonds in a burnt land!

What follows is an exclusive interview with the CEO of the Jihad Nasr Institute, 

which deals with various aspects of the impact of the 550,000-hectare project in the 

serious damage during the 8 years of imposed war. It is important for macro-policy in 

this region:

-

Ilam selected to implement Jihad Nasr projects and what are the characteristics of this 

vast geopolitical region and the resettlement of life and activity in the two provinces. Its people had migrated to other 

provinces, despite historic resistance.



Beneficial commodities, a hotbed of speculators

of the unbalanced US president, not only did not taste the lifting of 915 sanctions, according to 

all international customs and laws - during In less than 4 years, it faced another 700 sanctions 

-

ing currency to the country! At such a time of turmoil, unconventional professional speculators, 

-

thousand tomans; The egg crossed of 36,000 Tomans with a similar fate, and the protest of all the heads of 

Although heads of the country did not initially understand the situation of the Ministry of Jihad Agriculture 

-

next year, the import rate for all inputs and basic goods is free, clear and transparent, and at the same time, 

almost similar to the basic goods codes in one system. What is done in gas stations, the root of the existing 

Unveiling of localized agricultural service drones in 
Alborz

According to “The Future of World Agriculture”, seven UAVs were unveiled to provide agricultural 

Each drone sprays between 8, 8 and 10 hectares of agricultural land in one day, which saves between 

30 and 35% in solution consumption compared to the tractor.

process of agricultural products is one of the main priorities of the Ministry of Agriculture Jihad. Various 

these drones and a major part of the activities of the agricultural sec-

rangeland monitoring using this technology.

30 to 35 percent compared to 
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